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Abstract. In the article, methods of improving functional stability on-board information and control systems available for vehicles are considered. Models, methods and tools for automating the management process of ergatic (Man-Machine Systems) innovative systems of transport are proposed. At a time of increased risk of critical (crisis) situations caused by the actions of environmental factors and threatening accidents and disasters, they ensure the safety of functional stability in a single space-time continuum.
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FUNKCJONALNA STABILNOŚĆ POKŁADOWYCH SYSTEMÓW INFORMACYJNO-STERUJĄCYCH MANEWROWALNYCH ŚRODKÓW TRANSPORTU

Streszczenie. W artykule opisano metody poprawy stabilności funkcjonalnej pokładowych systemów informacyjno-sterujących manewrowalnych środków transportu. Zaproponowano modele, metody i narzędzia do automatyzacji procesu zarządzania innowacyjnymi, ergatycznymi (Man-Machine Systems) systemami transportu. W czasie, gdy wzrasta ryzyko wystąpienia sytuacji krytycznych (kryzysowych) spowodowanych przez działania czynników środowiskowych i zagrożenia katastrofa, zapewniają bezpieczeństwo stabilności funkcjonalnej w pojedynczym czasoprzestrzeni.
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Introduction

Functional stability (FS) difficult engineering systems should function in hazardous environment. Their high cost and potential risks of environment require a non-traditional supplying of the appropriate level of reliability, survivability and safety critical application.

Paradigms based on repeated reserving, introduction of the systems of self test and elements with increased level of reliability are known. Unfortunately, it worsens technical and economical specifications of ergatic innovative systems (EIS). In the event of extreme dangerous situations, traditional methods do not lead to the desired reduction in accident rate. Necessity of introduction of significant hardware redundancy for supplying of survivability and reliability of EIS became a basic limitation of this approach without whilst active timely role of automated intelligent information technologies (IIT) on the transport.

The purpose of given article is the technique of decision by the means of artificial intellect on increase of functional stability of on-board information-controlling complexes which on the criteria of incidence-free of trajectory movement, at occurrence of failure (emergency situation) includes three phases: identification, making a decision, realization of supplying of functional stability of movement of maneuverable vehicle in action of factors of influence of environment, but with qualities of a safe navigation area.

1. Basic material

The first phase of the technique depends on degree of accuracy of display of the risk of crisis situation for bringing to the attention of EIS in the conditions of difficult dynamic systems. The model which filters noise, interferences, indignation, forms attracting condition of the situation display, at once attracts the attention of the EIS. Those are failure which are followed bright by expressed changes of the spatial situation regarding initial and is predicted to safe path of a maneuverable vehicle in space-time continuum of difficult dynamic system.

Failures with a hidden attracting effect which introduce lapse to the active, timely role of intelligent information technologies, are defined only by the way of complex procedures of comparison of the conditions of a few, previously forming, measuring, computational entrance channels of on-board information-controlling complex. Identification of particular modes of failures is defined by presence of control systems of databases [7]. Information technology is branched out at the absence of knowledges of further future consequences from the occurrence of ambiguity and growth of the risks of impact of approach of emergency events.

The second stage of the methodology - to activate the onboard information and control complex for the new criteria guaranteed adaptive control where images are stored, the standards for a variety of threats, disturbances, noise inherent in a critical situation. Active perception of the reference signs of failures in their space-time development actualizes qualitative image-primary standard and in on-board information-controlling complex, making a decision takes place regarding the type of emergency situation [3]: If, on any signs, image-primary standard does not develop, then computing system of on-board information-controlling complex continues search - comparison - synthesis of the model of the observer, until finalizes by the decision of configuration - made situation.. Offered construction of on-board information-controlling complex is necessary that identification of crisis situation was in due time finalizes in a real (and possibly accelerated) time scale. Only then, against a background of dynamic changes performance by choosing variety of maneuvers of vehicle is implemented.

The third stage in the functional stability of the onboard information and control complex, classified under emergency situations, is to implement timely anti-crisis measures on the basis of a logical chain \( \{ i \in I \} \text{ situation} \Rightarrow \text{ then } f_i \in F_i \text{ situation} \), in order to prevent unwanted models previously accumulated threats and consequences of disturbance. Increase of stability and creation of the conditions for dependable automated means of critical application straight depends on construction of qualitative information through communications to each cause-effect circuit of specialized support service of decision on accident precaution and accidents [5].

The principal cause of emergency losses of functional stability of known traditional means in non regular, not diagnosed situations - is unavailability of obsolete subsystems of on-board information-controlling complexes to emergency actions in unforeseen crisis conditions of uneven development of threatening events.

Step 1: Methodology. The work proposed computational functional stability of the onboard information and control complex at the stage of identifying any current emergency situation involves the execution of such rapid and major operations:

- measurements of deviations of actual dependable adaptive parameters of movement of maneuverable vehicles from given (reference), which formalize a practical experience of ITS,
- classification of the most likely model to which the state of denial,
• updating the full image situational failure and effective trouble-free solution,
• implementation, according to the criteria of safety of life adopted by the forecast of the most plausible solutions based on the model-reference image (from an accurate reflection of the situation) and causal action without damaging the ecology of the environment, the economy break even flight maneuvering of vehicles on a given route and time schedule simulation transport work [4].

Step 2: Control and complex diagnostics of identified emergency situations.

Each sequential changeover of the condition of off-line situations in on-board information-controlling complex displays specifically dynamic model which we describe by an expendable uneven parameter vector \( \gamma(k) \). These events occur at random times, probabilistic characteristics are not known in advance. Parameter vector \( \gamma(k) \) characterizes parameterized and structural ordered properties of the operating mode of on-board information-controlling complex, which is synchronized with the time of vital activity of difficult dynamic system (dynamics of transients).

Step 3: Decomposition algebraization real situations of on-board information-controlling complex in three sub phases.

1. Establishment of the fact of the appearance and the detection of failure. Fixed time and the signal "Crash" with explanations (see Figure 1 and refinement: where, what, when, as it happened).
2. Localization and definition diagnosed qualities of failure. The circle of the space and the source of failure is defined (in information-measuring, computational, energy parts of difficult dynamic system).
3. An estimate of the variation of the parameter with respect to a reference. Establish the extent of damage is, the components of the onboard information and control complex. Identify ways to target their further use (possibly degraded). Such evaluation formalize procedures by the way of introduction to on-board information-controlling complex of compensating amendments of restoring control, including iterative selection of more effective observer on robustness criterion to disagreements between real and calculated evaluations of parameters of a difficult dynamic system.

![Fig. 1. The example of preliminary distribution of the type of traffic safety threats factors on a confidence level of 10^{-3} hour^{-1}](image-url)

Step 4: Formalizing, in certain circumstances, rational interaction, the task of preventing emergency situations given the board information and control complex.

Unified on equation invariant patterns accurately forecast the state to the next step, which is described in the form of functional dependence

\[
X(k + 1) = F(X(k), U(k), W(k) \gamma(k) [m_1, m_2, ..., m_N])
\]

where vector \( \gamma(k) \) depends on unevenly varied parameters \( N \), size galloping of \( i \)-parameter \( V_i \) and the time of its occurrence \( m_i \), \( i = 1, N \) are unknown size.

In the equation, observations onboard information and control complex may also include all of these parameters, which abruptly, situational and accidentally changed:

\[
Y(k) = h[X(k), U(k), V(k) \gamma(K, V_1(m_1), V_2(m_2), ..., V_N(m_N))].
\]

In each instant of time of current step of the simulation of difficult dynamic system additionally one parameter for simplification of algorithm in the system of support of decision can change.

Step 5: Linguistics of intelligent information technologies of the systems of support of decision and structural models allows:

• to establish the fact of the appearance of the jump - change “working” normalized states,
• define (identify) the number and priority of the estimated parameter,
• estimate the parameters \( Y_i \), \( \forall i = 1, N \) like value of detected jump.
• compare the state vector \( X(K) \) and the accuracy of its forecast \( X(K+1) \).

Each operation of the subsystem of support of decision on the class of tasks realizes (Figure 2) a joint evaluating of non-stationary parameters and conditions of on-board information-controlling complex. Equal mathematical description and a linguistic visualization, any off-line situations, we form by the way of introduction of unevenly varied components of the vector of condition of a difficult dynamic system [2].

Step 6: Block-modules functionally stable on-board information and control systems, along with bilateral actors communication interfaces, coordinate data of direct and inverse problems of dynamics within a single system model of terminal control.

Known traditional module supply functions, in which it is necessary to support outgoing signal (mode) of the controlled device on the same constant level (stabilization task); to provide observation of specifying the impact (tracking task) of the variable unknown beforehand [9]. In perturbing, transient conditions of work of controlled devices, innovative adaptive modules calculate at first desired law of augmented changeover of the controlled process (prognosis pulsing movement), but only then synthesized program control law is realized. These modules guaranteed of adaptive control of maneuverable vehicles realize, in the conditions of crisis occurrence of emergency situations, an accurate or approximate positioning in a safe navigation area. Quick implementation of process of trouble-free movement of maneuverable vehicles to terminal trajectory supplies a functional stability, survivability, failure-safety and reliability of the subsystems, complexes and the components of difficult dynamic systems [6].

Step 7: Specification of the current situation and the current terminal trajectory.

1. Removal of disagreements and contradictions, when condition substantially is different from desired program. Conflict is an unforeseen emergency situation as determined in the initial moment between description of initial indignation and occurrence at stage real movement in the conditions of impact of the external environment.
2. The co-ordination of parameters of the controlled device with their evaluations which are determined pursuant to equations for the particular parameterized indignation of the current situation.
3. Quasi-optimal decision on the operating mode of on-board information-controlling complex, movement of maneuverable vehicles and indignation, if they, on maximum distance between the participants of a difficult dynamic system, have been not yet entirely classified.

If the control system is not capable to be adapted automatically to existing external conditions, as well as two inside, caused by failures of on-board equipment, then, to contradiction to planned program, the risk of a dangerous movement of maneuverable vehicle sharply grows. If the purpose of control (movement to program trouble-free trajectory), at such indistinct, guaranteed conditions of safety of the Li, is not reached, then threat exists to turn out in a dangerous area of navigation instead of safe navigation area [1].
Then classical methods of construction of the systems of traditional control of programs motion bring nearer break-down. For the moment of occurrence of crisis situations a series of existing properties of controlled object and the conditions of his functioning are not known beforehand. An active search of these knowledges is minimal requirements for timely synthesis of the law guaranteed of adaptive control, only on the basis of definition of return dynamics task. Then, during movement of maneuverable vehicles, due to information-program observers, a real decrease in the level of indefinite and random components in phase coordinates of condition of interaction of components of a difficult dynamic system arises.

Step 8: Formalization of the task of compulsory stabilization on purpose-oriented prognosis trajectory of a safe area of navigation on the criteria of trouble-free movement in the conditions of impact of indefinite situation in space-time continuum of difficult dynamic system.

Controlled object, condition of which corresponds instant of time X, we describe by the vector function $X(t) = [X(t), X(t), X(t)]$. Components $X_i(t)$, $i = 1, n$ in creating the phase coordinates and n- and measured Euclidean space $R^n$ points X - n a space of states of a dynamic system.

We equate dynamics of movement of maneuverable vehicle, as particular, controlled in time, object (using invariant law), for example, matrix differential equation:

$$
\begin{align*}
X(t) &= F[X(t), U(t), Z(t)] + P(t); \\
X(t_0) &= X_0, \quad t \in [t_0, t_f],
\end{align*}
$$

(3)

where $U(t)$ m-measurable vector control actions; $Z(t)$ r-measurable parameter vector object that responds to the impact of various environmental factors; $P(t)$ n-measurable vector of external disturbances; $X_0$ - a similar condition; $t \in [t_0, t_f]$ - the burden in the motion of the object within the frame changes through guaranteed adaptive management.

To parameters of control and condition of the object given limitations of safe navigation zone:

$$
X(t) \in Q_X, \quad U(t) \in Q_U.
$$

(4)

Constant supervision and monitoring of zones of space-time continuum allows to receive the evaluations of real risks and to enter changes to the parameters of the vectors of terminal conditions. At time intervals $[t_k, t_{k+1}]$ control function $U(t)$ time-continuous and may, due to switching, branching at isolated points have discontinuities of the first kind.

Parameter value $\xi$ unknown, only limited plenty $Q_\xi = \{\Xi\}$ of admissible values of parameter $\xi$ is given.

$$
\Xi(t) = [\xi_1(t), \xi_2(t), K, \xi_P(t)].
$$

(5)

By unknown external indignation can be and external indignation which constantly act $P(t)$ and their probability properties. This is due to the fact that the perturbations are treated as unobservable and immeasurable. Regarding indignation $P(t)$ it is known that $P(t) \in Q_p$ for all $t \in [t_0, t_f]$, where $Q_p$ - given physical plenty on the planning stage of this route.

The aim is to provide a terminal control the movement of the object within the safe navigation area on a given conditional standard motion path by an appropriate choice $U(t) \in Q_S$.

The decision of these equations produces the admissible terminal control $U(t) \in Q_S$, which generates $X_f(t)$ the program of the object to respond to all kinds of perturbations and control.

Task formulated by E. A. Barbashin, allows to define a purpose-oriented program control program $U^p(t)$ and trajectory produced by it $X^p(t)$, which are optimum $U^p(t)$, $X^p(t)$ in the conditions of a safe area of navigation and minimum of the given (on vector convolution) functional quality

$$
J[U^0_n(t), X^0_n(t)] = \min J[U^0_n(t), X^0_n(t)].
$$

(6)

Step 9: Implementation of the resulting general algorithm to ensure trouble-free movement maneuverable vehicles. Depending on the conditions of threatening situation and control system optimization requirements by functioning of the object, we decide one of three basic tasks:

- stabilization terminal programmed motion with best speed in a safe navigation area,
- terminal control pursuant to the nearest safe navigation zones and dangerous navigation areas,
- tracking for guaranteed safe distance up to the largest risk of events.
Unified standard laws of operating control in clearly specified types of the risks, in the conditions of action of factors of perturbing environment are always realized (Figure 2) by present blocks-modules of functional stability of on-board information-controlling complexes. According to steps 6, 9, for safety assurance, is passed the control to performance of local transients. On each sequential interval it emerges accidentally and short-term acts, up to maintenance from perturbing route zones of movement of maneuverable vehicles, in local space-time continuum, situational change (co-ordination of serial realization of three of above-mentioned) of the laws of control which allows continuously to prevent approach to dangerous (risky) zones and constantly to be in a safe zone without the risks of breakdowns and accidents due to dependable adaptive on-board information-controlling complex that realizes a functional stability[8].

2. Findings

Offered technique supplies an implementation as on-board information-controlling complexes ensuring the level of traffic safety of maneuverable vehicles in extreme conditions. She is different from known by structural self-organizing algorithms and self reconfiguration interaction between modules active to adequately situational factors of influence on environment to the movement of maneuverable vehicles. The model of the module of “functional stability” in the cases of development of critical off-line situations in a real of the time is formalized, when adequate decisions about emergency measures of counteraction as a sequential set of controlling impacts directed to minimize losses of resources, maximizations of ratings of quality and efficiency of the safe movement of maneuverable vehicles are formed. Methods and the facility are offered which, in emergency situations, actively and increase in due time a functional stability of on-board information-controlling complexes of vehicles.
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